
Hello – I am Matthew Trewhella and I am speaking for myself.  

I am opposed to the murder of the preborn through abortion - and I              
oppose this bill. 

The preborn have waited for justice for 46 years now – and yet this is               
what you propose? Making a law which says if the assassin somehow fails             
in his effort to murder the preborn child – a near-mythical occurrence –             
the assassin is required to provide aid for the child and not finish the child               
off?  

This is nothing more than predictable political posturing we have come to            
expect from Robin Vos and those who claim to be against the killing of the               
preborn. They want everyone who is against abortion to be mad at Tony             
Evers for declaring he would veto this bill. What those against abortion            
should really be mad about, however, is that the Republicans are once            
again using the preborn for their own political purposes.  

The Republican leadership will use an Evers’ veto to rally their base 
against him for the next gubernatorial election. They know he will veto 
anything they propose. He is the lackey for their political ends and the 
preborn are – once again – their political football. 

This bill is the latest version of Republicans giving the impression that they             
are doing something for the preborn while in reality they continue to do             
nothing for the preborn. 

This bill is as irrelevant as the Baby-Body Parts bill that the 
pro-life/pro-family groups spent four years and hundreds of thousands of 
dollars trying to pass.  The failed Baby Body Parts bill would have made it 
unlawful to sell the body parts of babies murdered by abortion. I guess no 
one realized that if they simply outlawed the murder, there would be no 
body parts to haggle over. 

The message of this current bill is simple: If you want to murder the              
preborn – fine. Just make sure you finish the job or you might find              
yourself in trouble. 

The GOP politicians and the pro-life/pro-family groups have been playing 
this dopey despicable game where the preborn are used as political tools 



for GOP political ends for 46 years now. When will their followers 
recognize that they are being played as well? 

The pro-life/pro-family groups – predictably - are already busy pandering          
for the Republicans by denouncing Evers. This gives the phony,          
hypocritical Republicans the cover they need to appear against abortion          
so they can garner votes once again from the gullible pro-lifers, while the             
pro-life/pro-family groups play upon the heart strings so they are sent           
plenty of money by pro-lifers who keep them in business. 

The pro-life/pro-family groups in Wisconsin – and I have watched thisfor           
over three decades now - have routinely over the years acted as mere             
lapdogs for GOP politics. One day they will stand before God and have to              
give an account. 

Consider this Wisconsin Republican politicians: if you had done your duty           
and passed a law to end abortion in Wisconsin while you had the             
governorship and both houses of the legislature, we wouldn’t have to be            
concerned with the near-mythical abortion survivor because all the         
preborn people would be protected by law. 

Your triflings here disgust me. The talk by the Democrats, the talk by the              
Republicans here disgusts me. This bill is a mockery to the preborn. It spits              
in their face. The Democrats grandstand politically – the Republicans          
grandstand politically – and the only one who once again that gets            
nothing out of it are the preborn themselves. 

What is needed and necessary regarding this continued slaughter of the           
preborn is interposition. Your duty ladies and gentlemen is to defy the            
Supreme Court and their lawless Roe opinion and protect the preborn.  

You are right to do so historically, constitutionally, and legally, not to            
mention biblically/morally. 

Here is a fresh thought - just stop the murder! After 46 years, it is time to 
issue a bill which declares abortion to be what it is - murder – protects ALL 
the preborn; has no exceptions, creates equal justice as all involved in the 
murder, including the mother, are culpable for prosecution, and defies 
the federal courts and SCOTUS. 



May Christ be praised – and may you do right by Him. 

 

 


